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Abstract
A new method of printer calibration is based on the subd
vision of the printer gamut into nested gamut shells. This
a further development of an analytical gamut surface repr
sentation published earlier.1,2 For every gamut (sub)shell,
an analytical relationship to the corresponding shell of th
CMY cube is established from a measured set of test co
ors. Simple linear interpolation between the nested she
yields appropriate results for the whole volume. The tran
formation accuracy for practical printers is approx. 2.
CIELAB units (mean error) and 8 units (maximum error
and is comparable with other calibration methods.

1. Introduction

A well-known problem of color reproduction is the genera
difficulty to predict the produced colors when a printer i
controlled by certain color control signals
(CMY(K) or RGB). There are two basic approaches t
solve the problem. In the numerical approach, a repr
sentative (but comparatively small) subset of test colors
printed and then measured colorimetrically. Hence, a co
respondence table between the control signals and the p
duced colors is achieved. This table has to be complet
for all existing colors (usually28�28�28 � 16 �106) and
inverted by special three-dimensional interpolation tech
niques. In practice, however, the table size is often reduc
from 48 Mbytes (for three bytes per color) to a conside
ably smaller size with the trade-off that the missing entrie
must be computed from neighbored entries by interpol
tion in real-time.

The second approach is based on a description of t
physical circumstances of a print process like the light re
flection in the paper and the dyes. The Neugebauer mod
is a famous example.3 A disadvantage of the physical
models is the need to have comprehensive knowledge
the physical background of the specific process. Moreove
the models are mostly limited to a certain print proces
While in recent years somephysical models of rather good
performance have been developed, the effort to devel
and to handle such a model is growing with the achieve
accuracy.
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An alternative is the employment of neural networks.4,5

The performance is comparable with other numerical meth-
ods (based on a comparable number of test data) but is
still limited by computing time. Moreover, such systems
respond very sensitively to colors that were badly repre-
sented by the training set.

2. A New Method of Printer Calibration

The new approach described in this paper combines some
advantages of the numerical and the physical models. Sim-
ilar to numerical techniques, a limited set of test colors is
printed and measured colorimetrically. Yet by the way of
contrast, there is no need to build correspondence tables.
Instead, a mostly analytical relationship between the con-
trol signals and the reproduced colors is established from
the measured data set. The analytical relationship is a great
advantage with respect to the amount of memory needed to
represent the whole transformation. However, in contrast
with physical models, there is no need to know any details
of the printing process.

The principle of this method has already been success-
fully implemented for the analytical representation of gam-
ut surfaces1,2 and has been practically tested for gamut
mapping.6

2.1. Basic Principles

The basic principles were already explained in refs. 1 and
2 but will be discussed here from a slightly different view-
point. A typical color reproduction process is controlled
by three color-control signals at the input. Let us con-
sider a typical print process that is controlled by CMY
colorant concentrations (CMYK processes can also be in-
cluded in most cases if well-defined separation algorithms
are used; see ref. 2). Controlled by the CMY signals, the
printer produces colors that can be described by any of
the well-known color spaces, e. g. CIELAB, CIEXYZ,
or RLAB.7,8

In Fig. 1, the space of color-control signals CMY of a
printer is presented. Each of the three control signals can
be modified independently between 0% and 100%. There-
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Figure 1: The CMY cube of a printer.

fore, all colors the device can produce are contained in
cube. This cube is called theCMY cubein the following
discussion. The eight corners of the cube control the fu
and zero-tone colors and all the integer mixtures of the
colors.

All the colors the printer produces when being con
trolled by any of the triplets of color control signals mak
up thecolor gamutof the printer (Fig. 2). This color gamut
is the result of the transformation of the CMY cube into th
CIELAB space by the printer.

L*

b*

a*
Figure 2: The color gamut of a dye diffusion thermal printer.

Since in practice, a given CIELAB color is to be repro
duced by the printer and one has to know which contr
signals produce this exact color, the task of“calibrating
the printer” can be translated into “inverting the transfo
mation” initiated by the printer. The color gamut has som
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characteristics inherited from the CMY cube: it has eight
corners, 12 edges and six planes. Hence it can be con
sidered to be adistorted cube. From this point of view,
“calibrating the printer” is equivalent with “removing the
distortion introduced by the printer”.

Therefore, we have to establishinverse distortion func-
tions to transfer the color gamut back into a regular cube.
For this purpose, two kinds of distortion functions and
two scaling functions are used (we omit the term “inverse”
since we treat only this one direction). All these functions
together are referred to astransformation functionsin the
following.

2.2. Color Gamut and Kernel Gamut

The coordinates L*a*b* do not correspond to coordinates
of the CMY space. However, this could be achieved by in-
troducing new coordinates: one axis, combining both the
black point and the white point of the CMY cube, corre-
sponds with the lightness axis L*, and likewise two further
axes orthogonal to the first (in CMY space) correspond
with a* and b*, respectively.

In fact, we follow a more general approach by intro-
ducing a new mathematical spacex; y; z (that has noth-
ing in common with CIEXYZ) which is called thekernel
space. Within this space, a unit cube is defined that is
standing on its vertex and whose center is located at the
origin of the kernel space (Fig. 3). This unit cube is called
thekernel gamutin the following.

x

y

z

ρ z

φ

Figure 3: The kernel gamut in the kernel space.

The transformation is now subdivided into two steps
where the color gamut is first mapped into the kernel gamut
by the transformation functions. In the second step, the
46
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kernel space can easily be transformed into the CMY spa
by a simple matrix operation. The following discussion
will be mainly limited to the first step.

2.3. Nested Shells

Before the analytical transformation is established, the pa
ticipating spaces (CIELAB and kernel space) are subdi-
vided into nested shells within the limits of the respectiv
gamuts. There are several potential ways of subdivisio
One possibility is to organize the subshells concentricall
all including a fixed center point. This is disadvantageou
for two reasons. First, the number of test colors rapid
decreases for inner-most shells. Second, a polar coor
nate system that has its origin lying at the center point wi
one coordinate axis and two coordinate angles is needed
manage the data. This polar system is rather poorly corr
lating with colorimetric needs.

A much better choice is a cylindric coordinate system
whose coordinates cylindric axis, radius, and angle pe
fectly fit to the colorimetric terms lightness, chroma, an
hue. In this context, the nesting of the subshells is org
nized in a “cylindrical concentric” sense, i. e. each of th
shells includes the gray axis within the range from blac
point to white point (Fig. 4). This structure ensures tha
the number of data points is not too small for inner shell
In fact, this kind of nesting has the disadvantage that th
test chart to characterize the printer must be organized c
respondingly.

The task of transforming between color space and ke
nel space is now reduced to the mapping of singular gam
shells from color gamut into kernel gamut. This is carrie
out by distortion of the gamut shell in order to form the
corresponding regular shape of the kernel shell.

3. Transformations

3.1. Mapping of Gamut Shells

Before the analytical transformation can be defined, a su
able description of the gamut shells is required. The su
face of a three-dimensional body can mathematically b
expressed as a function of two variables. The simplest w
is to choose the cylindric radius as a function of the cylin
dric axis and the angle. This applies both to the color spa
and the kernel space. In CIELAB we obtain C*(L*h*) and
in kernel space�(z; �), where C* = chroma, h* = hue; for
z; �; � cf. Fig. 3. Figures 5 and 6 show plots of the surface
of the kernel gamut and the color gamut, respectively.

In ref. 2 a closed analytical expression is given to repre
sent the function of Fig. 5. To map the color gamut’s su
face onto the kernel gamut’s surface, two distortion and
scaling function are needed. The mapping is separated in
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Figure 4: The nesting of gamut shells.

two consecutive steps. In a first step, two distortion func-
tions zd(L

�; h�) and �d(L
�; h�) are introduced to

move the edges, corners and planes of the color gamut to
the correct positions in the kernel domain. In the second
step, the amplitudes are adjusted by a scaling operation
which is a combination of a multiplicative (s(�)) and an
additive part (sa(z; �)).

In Fig. 4 it can be seen that in general the black point
and the white point are located off the grey axis. This is
problematic since in regions near those points, no bound-
aries exist for a great part of the possible hue angles. The
solution is to first transform the whole color gamut in such
a way that the “device gray axis”, i. e. the colors pro-
duced by C = M = Y, is mapped onto the L* axis. Since
this operation is similar to tilting the color gamut, we call
it “tilting”.

To determine the tilting, the device gray axis is mea-
sured. Then, the trends of the a* and b* chrominances
are interpolated over the lightness (at(L

�) andbt(L�)) and
subtracted from all colors:

L�0 = L� (1)

a�
0

= a� � at(L
�) (2)

b�
0 = b� � bt(L

�) (3)

With this, the black and the white point of the color gamut
as well as any other device-gray colors are mapped onto
the L* axis. Hence, when later the color gamut is trans-
7
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Figure 5: The kernel gamut’s surface in the 2D presentation.
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Figure 6: The color gamut’s surface in the 2D presentation.

formed into the kernel gamut, the device-gray colors a
mapped onto thez axis and then in the succeeding ste
onto the diagonal C = M = Y of the CMY space. Conse-
quently, the grey colors are treated appropriately.

The transformation functions in principle are the sam
as given in ref. 2 except that some improvements have be
made. The main difference is that the scaling is now d
fined completely in the(z; �) domain instead of defining
the additive scaling in the (L*h*) domain. This proved to
yield better results for the transformation.

The transformation of a given colorL�

0C
�

0h
�

0 is carried
out as follows.

1. Tilting according to eqs. (1)–(3).

2. Mapping into the kernel domain:

z0 = zd(L
�

0
0

; h�

0
0) (4)
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�0 =
C�

0
0

� sa(z0; �0)

s(z0; �0)
(6)

3. Transforming from kernel space into CMY space:
0
@

C0

M0

Y0

1
A = R �

0
@

�0 cos�0
�0 sin�0

z0

1
A+~t; (7)

where~t is a translation vector andR is a rotation
and scaling matrix of the dimension3�3. Since the
kernel gamut as well as the CMY cube are identical
objects for any arbitrary printing process,R and~t
remain the same for any arbitrary process and hence
must be determined just once.

3.2. Mapping of Arbitrary Colors

In the above discussion, the transformation of colors con-
tained in a well-known shell is described. In practical use,
however, the transformation of arbitrary colors is required.
For this purpose, a number of nested subshells are defined.
In practice, the usage of the surface shell plus three sub-
shells, giving a total of four nested shells, performed well.
Additionally, the L* axis is treated as a “zero-shell”, ac-
companied with the definition of an own functionzd(L�)
but no own other functions.

Before a color can be transformed, its relative position
in-between the shells is determined by comparison of its
tilted chromaC�

0
0 with the chromas of the shells for the

given pair ofL�

0
0

; h�

0
0. The closed analytical expression

for the shells is derived from eqs. (4)–(6) and is given as
follows:

Ĉ = �̂(z; �) � s(z; �) + sa(z; �) (8)

with z = zd(L
�0; h�0) (9)

and � = �d(L
�0; h�0) (10)

�̂(z; �) is the closed analytical expression for the kernel
gamut as given by ref. 2. Once the neighbored shells and
their relative position to the given color are known, the val-
uesz0, �0, and�0 of the given color can be linearly inter-
polated from the respective values of the adjacent shells.

4. Performance

The optimization of the distortion and scaling functions
is non-trivial because it is not linear. One can make use
of software packages that allow non-linear curve-fitting of
multidimensional functions with a high number of param-
eters. However, the proper choice of starting values for the
parameters is a highly critical business. Here, algorithms
have been developed that allow stable optimization of the
8
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transformation functions for a large number of test device
(dye diffusion printers, ink jet, proof processes, printing
machines). A description of these algorithms would be
beyond the scope of this paper, it is reserved for a futur
paper.

The number of parameters to represent the transform
tion per shell is composed of 47 forzd, 75 for �d, and
31 for the scaling. These 153 parameters are required f
each of the four shells. One has to add five parameters f
zd(L

�) of the zero-shell and 18 points (three coordinate
each) for the representation of the grey axis. This lead
to a total of 671 Parameters for the representation of th
whole transformation.

The calibration was tested by generating two random
sets of CIELAB colors (chromatic and achromatic) with-
ing the limits of the color gamut. From these given col-
ors, CMY values were computed that were used to contr
the printer. The produced colors were measured and co
verted into CIELAB coordinates. The differences betwee
the given and the produced CIELAB colors were evalu
ated statistically (CIELAB and CIE94�E). Currently,
two print processes were employed: a thermal dye diffu
sion printer and the Neugebauer model of a proof proces
The results are given by Table 1. One can recognize th

Table 1: Transformation results (given as mean/max. val-
ues). Number of random colors: Neugebauer: 2000/200 (chro
matic/achromatic); Thermal: 432/36 (chromatic/achromatic).

chromatic achromatic

�Eab (mean/max.)
Neugebauer 1.8 / 7.6 0.7 / 2.1
dye diffusion 2.5 / 8.0 2.2 / 5.6

�E94 (mean/max.)
Neugebauer 1.2 / 7.4 0.7 / 1.9
dye diffusion 1.9 / 6.6 2.0 / 4.6

the results for the model (Neugebauer) are better than f
the real printer. This is due to the fact that characteriz
ing a real print process contains a number of uncertaintie
like printer tolerances or measuring errors. It sometime
happens that two consecutive prints of the same test ch
lead to differences of up to 1.4 CIELAB units between the
measured data sets. These systematic errors occured to
mostly lightness shifts.

The number of measured test colors to characterize th
print process was 626 in each case. For visual asses
ments, several images were printed using either the d
scribed, new calibration method or another method tha
was successfully used for many years and therefore w
considered as a reference calibration method. When tw
images printed using different calibration methods wer
directly compared, some minor differences could be iden
tified. However, none of the two methods was judged to b
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superior to the other. Hence, one can conclude that the new
method of printer calibration can well be used in practice.

5. Conclusions

A new printer calibration method is presented that is based
on shell-wise subdivision of the printer gamut. Theaccu-
racy of the printed colors (mean error�Eab � 2:0) is com-
parable with known methods if a comparable number of
calibration colors is used. The mean visual errors are in the
magnitude of the perceptibility threshold of�Eab = 2:15,
according to Stokes et al.9,10

A great advantage of the new method is that once the
transformation functions are established, the actual trans-
formation of a given color is straight-forward from CIE-
LAB to CMY; no search or inversion algorithms must be
applied. Moreover, a comparatively low number of param-
eters of approx. 670 is sufficient to fully represent the com-
puted transformation.

A disadvantage is that the test chart used for charac-
terization here is organized different from traditional test
charts because it must comply with the organization of the
nested shells.
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